21 DAY EXTREME SHRED FINISHERS

Face it, you’ll probably never single-arm curl a 75 pound dumbbell with strict form for 4 sets of 12.
Lucky for you, though, you won’t need to.
Look, believing that you’re “not progressing” with your biceps curls because your bench has gone up 10
pounds in the last week and you’ve been stuck curling the same 30 pound dumbbells for the last month, is
silly.
Think about a bench press: you’re not only using one of the largest muscle groups in the body – the chest –
you’ve got assistance from the triceps, the shoulders, and if your form is dialed in, the core and some leg-drive.
Do you think it’s fair to compare that with a single-joint exercise that targets one of the smallest muscle-groups
we train directly?
Probably not…but let’s do it anyway.
Adding 10lbs to a 200 pound bench press is a mere 5% increase in weight – this is manageable on even the
most basic of training programs. Adding the same amount, however, to 40 pound dumbbell curls (20 in each
hand) comes out to be a whopping, and unrealistic 25% jump – an increase that will take even the most hypersensitive beginner months to achieve.
Problem is, we know that the main pathway by which we build muscle mass is progressive overload. If we’re
not getting stronger, we’re not getting bigger.
But here’s where the importance of understanding volume comes into play.
Volume: Sets x Reps x Weight
If we perform 20 pound dumbbell curls for 4 sets of 8 reps, our total volume is 640lbs. We now adapt to that
stimulus in preparation to handle this stress again in the future. If we go in the gym again the following week
and perform the same total volume on curls, our body has no reason to adapt and thus we’re only working
hard enough to maintain the gains we’ve made.
If we want to increase the total volume, we have a couple of options:
1. Increase the amount of weight used without sacrificing sets and reps.
2. Increase the amount of reps performed without sacrificing weight and sets.
What about increasing the number of sets?
Couldn’t one just add more sets of curls?
Sure, this can be done, but studies show that it’s only possible to a certain degree before we experience
diminishing returns.
When it comes to small isolation lifts, since we are limited to the amount of weight we can increase, adding
reps would be our best bet.
But if you’ve been training for long enough, you know that it’s easier said than done. Especially as we get
further into our lifting career and closer to our genetic ceiling.
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I mean seriously, when’s the last time you saw someone performing side laterals with 70lb dumbbells, using
strict form?
This is why we’ve got to get a bit more strategic and where I recommend implementing set-expansion a.k.a.
beyond failure techniques.
Failure: The point where you cannot complete another repetition with strict form.
The beyond failure techniques I am going to share will allow you to add total volume, without increasing
weight, by pushing beyond the normal limits of muscular failure through extending work sets.
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CHEST FINISHERS
THE FLY AND PRESS

For this workout crusher you will need an adjustable bench.
Start off with the bench inclined at 45 degrees and using a weight you can normally chest flye for 12-15 reps.
Perform a set of many (reps) chest flyes as you can. Once you’ve reached failure on the chest flyes, do a set
of dumbbell presses immediately after. Once you’ve reached failure on the dumbbell presses, take a 5-10
second rest and lower the angle of the incline by one notch. Then go through the same exercises and rep
scheme again (using the same weight).
Continue this process until you have set the bench to flat and you’ve reached failure on the dumbbell presses.
Note: If you were able to perform more than 20 reps on the first set, you’ve gone too light. If you performed less
than 8 reps on the first set, you’ve gone too heavy.
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LEG DOMINATOR FINISH
Load the leg press machine with moderate weight. You’ll need a training partner/spotter to help you strip
plates for this one.
Start with your feet high and close together, targeting hamstrings. Once your feet are set, rep to failure.
Rack the weight and reset your feet wide and low on the platform, shifting emphasis to the quads and bang
out as many reps as you can.
Once you hit failure, take a plate off each side of the machine and place your feet back in the high/close
position. Repeat the pattern you started out with, going to failure and then changing your foot position.
As you hit failure each time after hitting quads, strip another plate. Keep going until you’re down to a single
plate on each side and have reached failure with that weight.

What it looks like:
Heaviest weight: Feet high and close, rack; feet low and wide, rack: 1 set to failure
Strip a plate per side: Feet high and close, rack; feet low and wide, rack: 1 set to failure
Strip another plate per side: Feet high and close, rack; feet low and wide, rack: 1 set to failure
Continue till you have only one plate per side left and you reach failure with feet low and wide: 1 set to failure
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2 MINUTE LEG PRESS

This finisher is the most effective and challenging when thrown in at the end of a leg day. Remember, finishers
are (and really should not be) complicated.
Set up a leg press machine with 70% of the weight you would use for 10 reps. So if you normally bang out
400lbs for 10reps, load up the leg press with 280lbs.
Set a timer for two minutes and try to bang out as many reps as possible in that amount of time. Try not to stop
for rest and try not to completely lock out at the top, keeping tension on your legs the entire time.
Try to beat your record every time you perform this finisher.
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ARMS

REST-PAUSE SETS – BICEPS

This intensity-boosting strategy is one used by former Mr. Olympia himself, Jay Cutler.
Start with a weight that you would consider moderate to heavy. If you can perform this exercise for more than
15 reps, increase the weight. If you fail at fewer than 8 reps, decrease the weight.
Biceps: Perform your rest-pause set with cable curls. Start off by performing one set to failure. Rest 5 seconds
and (using the same weight) immediately pump out another set to failure. Now lower the weight by 25% and
lift to failure. Using the same weight, rest 5 seconds and hit another set to failure. Again, lower the weight by
another 25% and perform a set to failure. Rest another 5 seconds and immediately pump out the last set to
failure.

EXAMPLE:

100 lbs to Failure
Rest 5 Seconds
100 lbs to Failure
Rest 5 Seconds
75 lbs to Failure
Rest 5 Seconds
75 lbs to Failure
Rest 5 Seconds
55 lbs to Failure
Rest 5 Seconds
55 lbs to Failure
Done!
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110 REP SUPER SUPER-SET
This arm intensifier is easiest performed at (but not limited to) the cable station. It can be performed with the
EZ bar, straight bar, or rope.
One side will have the EZ bar at the bottom pulley and the other side will have a rope at the top. Set the pin to
a moderate weight on each side.
Start by cranking out 10 reps of cable curls on the EZ bar (biceps). Immediately following this set, grab the
rope and bang out 10 push downs (triceps). Now go back to the EZ bar and hit 9 reps of cable curls. Switch
back to the rope (immediately after) and 9 more push downs. Run back over to the bottom pulley and crank
out another 8 reps of curls and then right back to the rope for another 8 reps of triceps push-downs.
Are your arms on fire yet?
I am sure you can guess what’s next…that’s right! 7 reps on each.
Continue to drop 1 rep each time you complete a round. In total you will have done 55 reps on biceps and 55
on triceps, a total of 110 reps!
Now you can go home KNOWING that you have exhausted your energy stores! Let the growing begin.
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ECCENTRIC TRAINING- BICEPS

It is no mystery that the eccentric portion of a lift is just as (or more) responsible for muscle growth as/than the
concentric portion. If you have not already noticed, we are able to control a much heavier workload on the
negative than we are able to lift. This makes it much easier to increase tension on any given muscle by simply
focusing on the negative aspect of the lift.
To finish off your biceps with eccentric training you will need a spotter as well as a preach curl station.
Using a weight much heavier that what you would typically curl, have your spotter help you lift the bar to
the top of the rep. Now, let the weight down as slow as possible. Once the biceps give out and the weight
reaches the bottom of the lift, have your spotter help lift the weight back up to the top and repeat. Perform this
to muscular failure.
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ECCENTRIC TRAINING – TRICEPS

To finish off your triceps with eccentric training you will need a spotter as well as a cable station.
Using a weight much heavier than what you can typically press down, have your spotter help you push the
weight down. Now, let the weight up as slowly as possible. Once the triceps give out and the weight reaches
the top, have your spotter help push the weight back down and repeat. Perform this to muscular failure.
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RUNNING THE RACK

Choose a weight you can get a strict 8 reps of DB hammer curls with to start. Perform 8 reps on each arm,
alternating each rep. Once done, grab a 25-45 lb plate and do 8-12 reps of overhead triceps extension. Your
palms should be facing each other as well as your elbows in by your ears during this exercise. After that, take
a quick 15-30 second rest before returning to do the superset once again.
Things to remember:
1. You will perform 4 total sets of hammer curls and 4 total sets of overhead triceps extensions.
2. The weight should follow this example, though you may have to modify depending on your strength level.
Example:
Hammer curls: 45 lb, 35 lb, 25 lb, 20 lb
Overhead triceps extension: 25-45 lb each set, weight should NOT change
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TRICEPS LADDERS

This triceps finisher is set up as a descending ladder utilizing dips and pushups.

TRICEPS LADDERS
Start with 10 reps of dips. Rest as little as possible.
Perform 10 reps of push-ups. Rest as little as possible.
Perform 9 reps of dips, followed by 9 reps of pushups.
Perform 8 reps of dips, followed by 8 reps of pushups.
Perform 7 reps of dips, followed by 7 reps of pushups.
Perform 6 reps of dips, followed by 6 reps of pushups.
Perform 5 reps of dips, followed by 5 reps of pushups.
Perform 4 reps of dips, followed by 4 reps of pushups.
Perform 3 reps of dips, followed by 3 reps of pushups.
Perform 2 reps of dips, followed by 2 reps of pushups.
Perform 1 rep of dips, followed by 1 rep of pushups.
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